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the band is already getting recognition in the us. their latest single, te dir que no, was
already certified gold in mexico. the band is slated to appear in the us during this year's
cmas. the brothers are also preparing for the release of their new album, esencial, which
will be released this month. the band is also planning to visit the us during november of
this year. they're getting ready for this new wave of recognition by releasing a new
single every three months until they release the new album. i wonder if this will be the
trend for every new artist coming out of mexico. during a candid conversation with
gustavo ngel, younger brother of the duo, the singer and songwriter reflects on their four-
decade career, talks about their new single and shares details about their untitled album
-- which we can expect sometime next year. there will be a couple of videos for each
song on the album. los temerarios will be releasing a music video for all of the songs
except for solo quiero olvidarte. the video for solo quiero olvidarte will be released at a
later date. as we said in the previous post, this is our first single from the album. te dir
que no is very different from our previous songs. i wanted to go back to the original
sound that we had in the beginning, which is a sound that los temerarios is known for. te
dir que no has a kind of folk/rock feel to it. i wanted this song to have a kind of soothing,
simple sound with a calm, nostalgic feel to it. we're really excited about it. the newest
single from the album is called solo quiero olvidarte. it's a simple song that talks about
wanting to forget you. it's a very emotional song. i'd like to go into a little more detail
about it. solo quiero olvidarte is a very different sounding song. it has a kind of folk/rock
feel to it. its a very nostalgic song, it has a calm, nostalgic feel to it. i think that the song
will appeal to people who are in love.
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In 1995, Gustavo and Fernando left Disa to form their own label and release a successful
eponymous debut album. The following year, they signed to RCA and, after more failed

attempts to satisfy Disa, Los Temerarios parted ways with AFG. In 1998, they signed with
EMI/ Sony and a string of albums followed (Toca Me Yuma!, Descamino, 1998's Con los

ojos cerrados) which did little to stop the downward slide. According to Gustavo, the
leadership of the group followed the production company with the sales of their last few

albums. Then, in 2004, Los Temerarios, along with fellow singers Victor Manuelle and
Alejandro Fernández, gathered to release the group's compilation album Son Vol. II. It
sold well, and EMI and Sony gave the group a second shot with a new album in 2007.

While the result wasn't a great success, the group recorded some new material (as well
as some re-recordings of old material) and debuted a new single, Por Mi Pueblo (For My

People), for the upcoming documentary En La Sangre. In 2009 they formed a partnership
with Fonovisa, the company that owns the Reynosa-based Discos Chingon; their alliance

resulted in major success for both parties. The accord ushered in a new era for Los
Temerarios and in 2010 the group became the first band to have four double-platinum

albums in four years. In 2011, Los Temerarios gathered a host of stars for a tribute
album to the Mexican band, Cumbia and Bachatá, which sold over four million copies and
landed at number two on the charts. During the rest of 2011, the band released two new

albums (En Vivo! and A Los Tres ) and shot a movie called Los Temerarios: Remember
Me?, with a soundtrack that sold two million copies. 5ec8ef588b
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